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In the matter between:

THINA BAMBENI                                                                         Applicant

and
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WRITTEN REASONS – APPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL

MANOIM J

[1] The applicant  Ms Bambeni  applies for  leave to  appeal  my decision of  23

November 2011 in which I dismissed her application for relief and discharged

two interim orders.

[2] I also awarded costs to the respondent (the ‘DA’).
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[3] Her first ground of appeal is that I unduly restricted her grounds of appeal by

limiting  it  to  the  five  factors  referred  to  in  paragraph  5  of  my  decision.

However, as counsel for the respondent, Mr Olivier, points out these are the

five points that Ms Bambeni raised herself in a draft order she has prepared

for the hearing. (See case lines 074-11).

[4] I was reminded by Mr Olivier that at the hearing I had asked Ms Bambeni

whether she was confining herself to these grounds and she confirmed she

was.

[5] She now states that this was not the case, and as she put it a “draft is just a

‘draft”; moreover, she argued she is entitled to a less rigid approach from the

court  because  unlike  the  respondent  she  represents  herself.  This  point  is

unpersuasive for several reasons.

[6] First,  although  she  represents  herself  Ms  Bambeni  is  an  attorney,  not  a

layperson.

[7] The purpose of the clarity sought was to define the issues in what was up till

then  protracted  litigation.  Its  purpose  was  not  to  deny  her  any  relief  she

believed she was entitled to.

[8] Having made these concessions, it is not for her to revive them now. Nor is it

clear what these issues are in any event.

[9] Finally, the DA points out it had in any event met her other issues in its papers

and had answers to them.

[10] Her  second  complaint  is  that  I  focussed  on  the  decisions  of  subordinate

disciplinary structures of the DA and not the senior one.

[11] This is not correct. The basis of the decision is whether at common law she

was able to show that the DA had not conformed with its constitution at any



stage  of  the  proceedings.  This  point  is  relevant  to  all  the  disciplinary

structures she was subjected to. She has not shown this was not the case.

[12] The DA constitution and sexual harassment policy have on these papers been

followed. It  is entitled to institute disciplinary proceedings for laying a false

complaint of sexual harassment and it is entitled to suspend a member if it

follows its own due process, which on the papers, it has.

[13] In  any  event  leave  to  appeal  on  the  suspension  relief  is  now  moot.  Ms

Bambeni is no longer a member of her party’s Ekurhuleni caucus.

[14] Moreover, although the main disciplinary process has not taken place this is

only because of this pending application for leave to appeal which suspended

that process. It will still happen if leave to appeal is denied and Ms Bambeni

will  still  have  an  opportunity  to  challenge  her  expulsion  and  refute  the

suggestion that her claim was false.

[15] I am satisfied that no other court would come to another conclusion under

section 17(1)(a)(i) of the Superior Courts Act.

[16] I am also satisfied that Ms Bambeni does not meet the additional requirement

of section 17(1)(c) as the appeal does not dispose of all the issues between

the parties and would not lead to a just conclusion of the real issues between

the parties.

[17] This is because Ms Bambeni as I stated earlier, has the opportunity to raise

her issues at the forthcoming disciplinary hearing which unlike those before, is

of a final and not an interim nature and if not getting satisfaction there, she

can,  if  she so believes she has grounds to  do so,  a  right  to  review such

proceedings.

[18] For these reasons:

1. Leave to appeal is denied; and



2. Costs are awarded to the respondent.

This judgment (written reasons) was handed down electronically by circulation to the

parties' and/or the parties' representatives by email and by being uploaded to Case

Lines. The date and time for hand-down is deemed to be 10h00 on 15 June 2022.
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